
Artspace Mini-Golf 2013 
 
Who hasn’t thought about designing a mini-golf hole of their very own? Now’s your chance! 
Continuing in our tradition of championing public art installations in downtown New Haven, 
Artspace is inviting proposals for an artist-designed mini-golf course on Chapel Street. 
Artspace is excited to offer many artists the opportunity to create a dynamic, participatory 
installation within our community. The nine-hole course—which will run from August 30th 
through November 8th—will be open to the public and will also run concurrently with 
Artspace’s 16th annual City-Wide Open Studios festival. 
 
Artspace seeks proposals that bring imagination and creativity to the standard mini-golf 
experience; we will give special consideration to designs that push the boundaries of mini-golf 
while fostering riveting game play. Artists are encouraged to make each hole a unique 
destination for players and teams. The sky is the limit, but keep in mind; this needs to be a 
functional piece of art that can withstand the abuse of the public and Mother Nature! 
 
The Artspace mini-golf course will be located at the corner of Orange and Chapel, steps from 
the gallery. Clubs and balls will be available for sign out at the gallery. We’ll have some 
tournaments and championships scheduled over the run of the project. 
 
We are offering a stipend of $500 to each artist whose proposed mini-golf hole design is 
selected for the course, to cover honorarium and materials.  Each artist will be supplied with a 
modular 3’ x 9’ pressure-treated platform comprised of three 3’ x 3’ squares that can be 
arranged in any playable configuration, two rolls of 8’ x 8’ green astro turf, and one plastic 
hole. The rest is up to you! 
 
Disclaimer: Artspace reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to postpone, relocate, 
reconfigure, or cancel this project. 
 
Proposal Criteria  

Designs will be selected based on creativity and innovation as well as durability and 
playability.  

Creativity and Innovation: Your piece should be visually stunning and wildly innovative. We 
are not looking for any old roadside mini-golf hole, we want extraordinary!  

Durability: Your piece must be able to withstand use by hundred of players of all ages and 
sizes, as well as three to four months’ worth of exposure to the elements and the change of 
season. Keep in mind, it is New England during late summer to late fall. Temperatures may 
fluctuate; please plan for water, wind, and significant wear and tear.  

Playability: Mini-golf should be fun, not frustrating. This is a par 3 course: please design a 
hole that you can sink consistently in 2–5 putts. Please make it obvious in your sketch how the 
three 3’ x 3” platform squares will be arranged. The provided platforms will be flat but we 
encourage artists to experiment with topography to enrich the player’s experience. 

Feasibility: Please note that you will be responsible for the design, construction, any 



maintenance issues, drop off (arrangements can be made on a case-by-case basis if this is too 
difficult), and de-installation of your piece. All holes will be installed the week of August 19th 
(dates to be confirmed). All major construction should be completed prior to installation; 
minor details may be added during installation. Holes must be designed with disassembly in 
mind. De-installation will occur in early November 2013 (exact dates TBD); at the time of 
deinstallation artists can take their holes with them or dispose of them in the dumpster 
provided.  

Artist Involvement: We are asking all selected artists to volunteer to work a minimum of one 
eight-hour shift at the mini-golf course over the summer.  
 
To Submit a Proposal:  
Deadline: 11:59 pm ET on July 11, 2013  
 
Download the submission packet.  
Follow this link to download the full submission packet that includes instructions; a mini-golf 
artist tips guide for building durable, sustainable mini-golf holes; and some reference images 
of previous projects. Proposing artists who do not consider the provided building guidelines 
may be disqualified. 
 
Please see links to other mini-golf projects for ideas.  
 
Submit your mini-golf proposal by July 11, 2013 (11:59 ET). Please follow this link to our 
submission portal. There is a $5 charge for this opportunity. Prepare the following six things 
for your submission:  

1. A CV 

2. 3 images of relevant past work and a brief explanation of the work. 

3. 1–3 sketches of your proposed piece  

4. 1–3 sketches of the hole’s structural system  

5. Brief (100–500 words) description of your artistic vision for your hole  

6. Brief construction/installation plan: Where will you build your piece? What resources do 
you need, or hope to share, to build and install the piece?  

 
Please submit your proposed hole design by July 11, 2013. Accepted artists will be offered one 
hour of consultation by phone before construction. Questions should be directed to 
Michael@Artspacenh.org.  
 
TIMELINE         

July 11 Proposals Due  

July 15 Winning Entries Selected & artists notified 

July 15–August 18 Construction  

http://www.artspacenh.org/galleries/submit
http://www.artspacenh.org/galleries/submit


August 19 Drop Off/Installation 

August 30 Opening Day! 

November 2013 Course Dismantled 

 

Artspace 2013 Mini-Golf Artist Tips  
 
This Mini-Golf Artist Tips Guide is designed to guide you through the budget considerations, 
construction, maintenance, installation, and de-installation of your piece.  
 
Disclaimer  
 
This document is by no means definitive. This document is an attempt to consolidate and 
capture the knowledge gained from design and communication successes and challenges in 
other organizations’ programing. This document is not meant to replace communication with 
Artspace. Please read and respond to all emails from Artspace in a timely manner. Artspace 
reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to postpone, relocate, reconfigure, or cancel this 
project. 
 
References 
 
Below you will find reference images/guidelines from other organizations’ mini-golf projects; 
http://newyork.figmentproject.org/long-term-exhibitions/2013figment-minigolf/ 
http://amoa-arthouse.org/2012/art-on-the-green/ 
http://www.walkerart.org/calendar/2008/walker-on-the-green-artist-designed-mini-golf 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/randomnumbernu/sets/72157624254066013/ 
 
Transportation 
  
Please take transportation into consideration. We will coordinate an effort to share trucks if 
needed; this is important to note now because it means your load‐in efforts will need to be 
coordinated with other artists.  
 
Resources 
Below you will find a list of resources to help you stretch you budgetary dollars further. Please 
consider creative re-use of materials. 
http://www.urbanminers.com/ 
http://www.reconnstructioncenter.org/ 
http://www.ecobuildingbargains.org 
 
 
 Mini-Golf Hole Design and Fabrication Guidelines  
 
• All holes should easily support the weight of at least one adult and multiple children walking 
on top of them.  
• Anticipate and plan for all aspects of your hole to be used in unintended ways.  



• It will rain. Think about and plan where the water will go. Make sure you've drilled drainage 
holes into your construction. Paint will not stick to AstroTurf, but works well on wood and 
other surfaces.  
• Make sure the screws and bolts that are holding different sections together are strong 
enough to withstand wind and/or pressure.  
• Glue is generally not a strong enough material for securing pieces together.  
• Your project must be freestanding and cannot penetrate the ground to a depth greater than 
six inches. Consider weighting your hole in some way if it contains any objects that can blow or 
be knocked over.  
 
 
Durability 
  
Four months in the elements is very hard on most materials, as is constant public use. When 
you design a piece for the Artspace Mini-Golf Course, imagine that it will be climbed on by 15 
children at a time, kicked, walked on, and possibly hit with a golf club—eight hours a day, 
every weekend—for four months. Grass will grow through open areas and water will gather in 
low‐lying ones. Build for the apocalypse and consider a modular design for ease of transport 
and installation/de‐installation, as well as strong fasteners.  
 
Anything that moves, is shiny, or is removable will be played with and pulled on in ways you 
did not imagine.  
 
If it takes more than four people to move your completed project we strongly recommend you 
section your project into multiple units so it is easier to install, de‐install, and move, should the 
need arise.  
 
Platform and Edges Surface Treatment 
  
It is recommended to attach Astroturf with staples and liquid nails or rubber cement. Spray 
painting the Astroturf will not last all season. Other surfaces, such as plain wood and vinyl, are 
also possible, but the ball will skid around and bounce; these may require higher banks for the 
ball.  
 
Weather Proofing  
 
Drilling small holes in the platform for drainage before attaching the AstroTurf prevents 
warping and premature wood rot. If it fits your design, we recommend building short ‘feet’ so 
your platform sits slightly above the ground, allowing for quick drying and preventing water 
from soaking into the platform.  
 
Remember that your mini-golf hole will be outdoors for four months and will need to withstand 
rain, wind, and sun. Think about how the weather will affect your materials. Surprisingly, 
latex house paints generally remain bright.  
 
Playability  
 



• Mini‐golf should be fun, not frustrating. Remember that young children still developing 
motor skills will be playing. Simplicity is the key here. Even the simplest design will be much 
harder to build and take twice as long as you think. Please design a hole that you can sink 
consistently in 2–5 putts.  
 
• Steeply angled ramps are really hard. Ramps greater than 6/12 should be avoided. Anything 
but the smoothest curve and most shock‐absorbing surface will cause the ball to bounce into 
the air. Please keep in mind that children love to climb up ramps; make sure any ramps are 
sturdy enough to handle the weight of multiple children and that there are safeguards in place 
to prevent climbing if it isn’t an intentional part of the design. 
  
• You need to box in the outside edges of your putting course or the ball will not remain on the 
green. 
  
• Narrow passages are difficult; hitting a ball into any gap smaller than 12" wide is tougher 
than it sounds.  
 
• Balls get stuck in hoses and tubes very easily, especially if the hose/tube is longer or 
narrower than an arm. Nothing destroys a hole faster than kids pounding on the tubes to get 
out their balls. They mow the lawn occasionally, the wind is strong, and grass and debris can 
clog tubes. Open channels are easier for grabbing stuck balls or clearing debris.  
 
• Small and/or moving parts are likely to fall off and/or need constant repair.  
 
• Consider a child’s mentality and curiosity. Avoid sharp objects and pointy things that stick 
up, even if it seems obvious that they should not be touched. The Mini-Golf Course should be 
fun and safe for players of all ages.  
 
Transporting Your Hole  
 
We can’t emphasize the importance of a modular design enough! It is important to consider 
the transport and final assembly of your project in the design. It is ideal to have practically 
ALL of the major construction completed before bringing it to Artspace. Projects should be 
created in pieces that are movable by a maximum of four people. Be sure to coordinate a crew 
for your transportation.  
 
Electricity  
 
Limited electricity is available for installation and exhibition. Keep in mind that your project 
will not be able to run off of outlet power.  
 
Material Suggestions  
 

• Metal and Fiber Glass  
o These are suitable materials for holding up against the elements.  

• Glass and Plexiglas  
o Glass and unframed or unbacked Plexiglas are not suitable; when these 

materials break they leave behind dangerous shards.  



• Fabrics  
o The weather can be particularly harsh on fabrics. They’re faded by the sun, and 

tattered by the wind and rain. Keep this in mind, if you plan to incorporate 
fabric components into your design.  

• Plants and Living Materials  
o If your project proposal contains plants or running water, it's important to note 

that the Artspace mini-golf course is not in close proximity to a water supply, 
and access to any water is extremely limited. Any required water may need to 
be brought from off site. If your piece does contain plants/living 
materials/running water, you must map out additional plans for maintenance 
and you will be expected to make more frequent trips to New Haven to 
maintain the hole.  

• Wood and Wood-Like Materials  
o While wood has demonstrated the ability to make it through the season, it can 

suffer in the environment. Consider using a few extra coats of paint to 
increasing the durability of wood materials in your project.  

 
 


